Deloitte Accelerated Value
SAP Leonardo launch partner

Exponential potential
Deloitte and SAP® collaboration
delivers innovative portfolio of
next-generation digital offerings
powered by SAP® Leonardo
Tomorrow’s digital challenges are immense. As
you look to bolster your digital core while also
accelerating innovation, comprehensive digital
solutions become essential. Building innovation
into business processes and making systems
intelligent can help you get a jump on tomorrow’s
demands. But how do you get started?
To help your organization rapidly address some of
tomorrow’s most complex challenges and deploy
the next generation of intelligent capabilities,
Deloitte and SAP have teamed to offer a new
portfolio of services and programs for enabling
digital transformation.
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The power of new
Through the Deloitte Accelerated Value
co-innovation initiative, Deloitte and
SAP are collaborating on new offerings
that can help you leverage the
SAP® Leonardo Digital Innovation
System, including SAP® Leonardo
Machine Learning, Internet of Things
(IoT) offerings, advanced analytics
solutions, big data, blockchain, and the
SAP® Cloud Platform, in conjunction

The Deloitte Exponential Platform (DXP) offerings
can help you boost your organization’s ability to:

Automate processes

Radically improve insights for
decision-making
Deliver exponential value
throughout the enterprise

with the digital core.

Introducing our SAP Leonardo Reference Architecture: Deloitte Exponential Platform (DXP)
As the launch partner for SAP Leonardo, we offer the ability to get a head start on addressing tomorrow’s
challenges and innovating at scale. We combined the power of SAP Leonardo with our industry experience,
technology expertise, and ecosystem of strategic alliances to provide the Deloitte Exponential Platform (DXP). To
help organizations like yours accelerate innovation and digital transformation, DXP focuses on three key areas:

Finance

Supply chain

Software-as-a-service
(SaaS) for the digital core
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A new family of offerings for unlocking exponential value
The Deloitte Exponential Platform (DXP) focuses the combined strengths of Deloitte and SAP on three
key areas that are central to tomorrow’s digital business environment
Finance
innovation
KEY OFFERINGS:

Supply chain
innovation
KEY OFFERINGS:

“Lights Out” Finance
Massively automate financial
processes, including shared
services
Cognitive Finance Insights
Leverage cognitive technologies
to help the finance organization
react quickly to dynamic
conditions inside the enterprise
and in the marketplace
Cognitive Controllership
Automate compliance and
controls, including exception
handling

Live Enterprise
Build an ecosystem of shop floor
sensors, embedded analytics,
automation capabilities, and
visualization tools to enable
predictive decision-making
Cognitive Manufacturing Insights
Provide a “brain” to bring
higher-level analytics and
predictive decision-making
to the many moving pieces of
manufacturing operations

SaaS innovation for
the digital core
KEY OFFERINGS:
Industry Cloud Acceleration
Jump-start an industry-specific
cloud journey and extend the
capabilities of SAP S/4HANA®
beyond its natural boundaries
Cloud2Core
Unify on-premise and public
cloud capabilities in a “two-tier”
environment that can provide one
consolidated view of information
and processes

Future Supply Network
Make the supply network more
nimble, more autonomous, more
forward-looking, and more able
to navigate disruption

KEY ENABLER:

SAP Leonardo Digital Innovation System
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Let’s talk
Getting ahead of tomorrow’s challenges requires
more than technology and a vision. It requires
an ability to deploy comprehensive digital
solutions that can evolve as challenges—as well
as your need for value—grow exponentially.
It also requires a strategy and industry-specific
guidance. Deloitte can help.
Whether you simply want to explore insights on
managing digital disruption or find out how
Deloitte Exponential Platform offerings can
help you tap new potential, we’re ready to talk.
Contact us to get the conversation started.
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